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PRICE 3S PAISE

olpdto have an agricultural wealth tax-on which Mr Desai is having second
thoughts-are so much of a red herring. In his basic responsibilities as
Finance Minister of the country, Mr Morarji Desai is exhibiting an inf1Ptness
which i~ truly horrendous. The levity which interspersed his budget speech
can perhaps provide occasional relief to the tired and listless souls in Parliament, but it contributes no. clue at all about the direction which
the economy is going to take, or be taken.
Perhaps the Government wants to' stand still, despite the recession. On
Mr. Desai's own reckoning, national income has moved up by at least 3 per
cent over the year, but the tax effort he is mounting will amount to less
than one-third of one per cent of the national income. Capital receipts are
also left to take their own course, andJin the aggregate Central revenues will
therefore move only marginally upwards over th~ year. This suits the
Finance Minister and his cOlleagues. wonderfully well. The paucity of
resources can now be used as alibi!to kill off, in the very first year of resurrection, the ill-fated Fourth Plan. Why have a Plan at all when the private
sector is there, ever ready in the wings to assume the responsibilities of
the economy, lock, stock and barrel?
But the Union Government has its uses, to bail out the private sector
now and then from inconvenient jams. This year Mr. Desai has done the
manipulations on behalf of such assorted industries as tea, jute, cotton textile
and nylon yarn. Most of these industries are in difficulties either because
of their lack of initiative or because of sheer inefficiency ; in some instances,
they are in trouble because of their extra avarice. -;But they have the
reSOurcesto mount expensive advertising campaigns on the eve of the
budget; other types of wire-pulling are not altogether unknown either.
Mr. Desai has decided to be generous-at the e~ense of the long suffering general taxpayer. He has not even asked for any quid pro
. quo for the jute and cotton textile industries-for example, in regard to
reinstatement of laid off labour or a minimum volume of exports-before
granting valuable tax cohcessions.
What comes down for some has to go up for others. Impost on cigarettes and petrol and kerosene a~d electrical goods is thus up; so too is
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FRONTIER
made use of West Berlin earlier in had to hear \ some uncomplimentary
then why does
1954, 1959 and 1964 as a symbolic remarks. With Bonn Russia is busy Mr Willy Brandt. 13-.:1t
Russia
give
her
consent
to the fuss
capital without provoking protest from in sorting out a number of political and
the Democratic Republic of Germany. economic issues. Recently, the Rus- over the presidential election? Is
it to shift the world's attention from
The Government of Ktut Georg sian Ambassdor,
Mt Semyon
K. Czechoslovakia or to allow Walter
. jKiesinger took it for granted that the Tsarapkin, presented a conciliatory
l"Tecedents had lent "common law" note on the nsn-proliferation treaty to Ulbricht's regime what little gain it
justification for holding the ~lection in the West German Foreign Minister, could make without risking a conflict
with the Western Powers?
\
West Berlin. Moreover, the USA,
the UK and France had assured Bonn,
though in a reserved manner, of-mainVietnam And Biafra
taining the' security of West Berlin.
,/
I,
But the GDR rejects the "common
----"law" concept and upholds the FourAmerican hypocrisy is at times when"he referred to the movement in
Power agreement on West Berlin, /tinged with touching sadness. The Pakistan at the Maidan rally. Howwhich does not provide any scope for other day, referring to Vietcong rocket ever, the Vietnamese know how to
Bonn to operate in the city 110 miles and mortar attacks on bases and make the Yanks run~
inside East Germany. West Berlin towns, the chief American negotiator
In another part of the world, supi~ also left out of the protective um- in Paris spoke of the "tragedy"
plied with planes and arms by the
brella of the Atlantic Pact. Notwith- created by the offensive against popu- Russians and the British, the Nigerian
standing Ivan Yakubov$ky's-comlous centres-"women
and children Air force is hitting ou1Isavagely at the
mander of the Warsaw Pact Powers,have been killed and maimed-these
Biafran populace. .On February 24
prcsence in the GDR for a while and people have done no wrong". This, in five raids one Red Cross headquarroutine blasts at Bonn tne communist from the representative o! ~a govern- tel's, a hospital, a market place and a
States are divided ov~r the status of ment whose genocide has finished off clinic for convalescents were hit. On
West Berlin. While East Germany over a million civilians fi(Pfarl
March 2 Umuahia was attacked.
maintains that West Berlin "belongs"
The cessation of bombing of North Earlier on February 26, the fiist day
to its territory, the Russian stand that Vietnam has helped the Americans to of a 48-hour truce announced by
the city is an enclave within the use many more of their planes in de- Lagos, an Ilyushin bomber of the NAF \
territory of East Germany conforms to \ vastating rai~
in the South. The attacked the defenceless village of
its well-known pragmatic approach to B52s drop their massive loads day in Ozu Abam, killing at least 120 (later
reign affairs.
and day out on populous centres. rCIPorts say
509)
people, the
The British Prime Minister, Mr Wil- Reports from South'/ Vietnam are majority
of them
women
and
son, told Mr Kiesinger that "we shall scarce these days, but The Times of children: The target, as usual, was
continue-you
can count on this-to
London carried on February, 28 a the market place, the day being mardo all tllat is in our power to ensure story of how Bien Hoa village, once ket day. A correspondent wrote in
that your freedom is preserved." The a thriving community of 1000 peo- The Times that what he saw when he
Americans, however, seemed not much pIe, was wiped out by war planes in arrived on the scene some four hours
"'- worried over the hatched-up Berlin an attempt to dislodge the "North after the bombing was a sight he
.~ problem sinee they knew that Russia
Vietnamese". One U.~. official said, would never forget. On every side
would not challenge their stake in "we wanted to avoid blowing up the lay the charred bodies of women and
Western Europe. The Russians are also village, but finally we had no choice". children. The bodies of children of
keen on starting a dialogue with Ame- The stench of death hung over the every age lay in the ruins of the marrica on arms control and other major streets and people made their way ket stalls. Not far away was the
issues of common interest. It matters through the rubble with handkerchiefs headless body of a pregnant woman,
little whether America will be bar- tied over .their heads. The dead were the local midwife. An II-year-old
gaining' from a position of strength North Vietnamese; it is said that the girl, arriving from a village some ten
with her sentinel anti-baIlistic missile villagers had been warned to move miles away, shrieked as she saw the
system-originally
conceived as an
out earlier.
I body of her
dead father lying face
anti-Chinese system at a cost of $10
No one knows how 10Qg the Paris up in a ditch. Her hysterical wailing
/ biIliol}/ Before President Nixon set
talks will continue and what the out- could be heard throughout the village.
- - ,,:.=;: 1'01' the European "study tour"
come would b.
But it seems that in
Such wailing is also heard someMr Anatoly Dobrynin, Soviet Am- going to Paris both the NLF and Hanoi times in Nagaland and in Mizoland
bassador to the US, promised him have lost the propaganda' edge they where a village pacification drive is
all precautionary
measures
for a
had. World opinion, fickle as it is, still on. It was heard in Naxalbari
pleasant Berlin tdp. In spite of all tends to forget the continuing blood- in 1967. With a new Giplomacy of
Russian good wishes, President Nixon bath in South Vietnam. Even Mr collaboration taking shape in this part
was jeered by the Berlin students anQ Jyoti Basu forg<:>tt<:>mentiOl} Vi~tnam of Asia, padfication methods will no
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doubt be dc¥eloped further. Th~
Burmese arc lending a helping hand.
Indonesia'~ Suhartos
and Maliks
should be cultivated for their outstandin& experience. Supply of arms
will be no problem, Marshal Grechko
of the Socialist Soviet Republic will
see to it.

"Shuw Cause"
Jadavpur again. Two months after
a demonstration in the University in
which students and workers took part,
'show cause' notices were served on
nine students accusing them of 'misconduct'. Among other things the
students were accused of violating the
'sanctity' (by the way what does thIs
shopworn word mean in this holy
country?) of the institution by bring~
ing in the workers of neighbouring
industries. Considering the age we
live in, this reference to the workers
is breathtaking. The Czar shut down
Russian universities because they were
frequented by workers. But that was
in 1905.
Another charge that the
. students raised ',political' slogans is too
funny to deserve comment.
Students have pointed out that the
Governing Body of the University
which has been so sensitive about the
sanctity of the educationaf institution
is composed mainly of elements farthest from things educational. About
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two-thirds of the body are said to be
packed with industrial tycoons and
millowners. Does it explain why they
saw a r~d rag in the worker-student
demonstration?
Howev,er much they
might dislike the phenomenon, it has
been happening the world over, from
Columbia, Sorbonne and Rome to
Japanese universities and is likely to
spread to many others.
Last week in protest against the
show-cause notice the students staged
a strike that brought the university to
a standstill. While the studints seemed determined to carryon !heir movement until the n<)tices were withdrawn
the authorities turneCl it into a prestige issue. By the time Wego to press
the decision of the authorities may
be known. Meanwhile the Jadavpur
University Teachers' Council has reportedly in a resolution dissociated
itself from the business of issuing
'show-cause' notices and charged the
authorities with taking crucial decisions like the present one behind the
back of the teachers.
The latest trouble may blow off,
but something is wrong with Jadavpur.
Some time ago there was disruption
of studies wh~n some student~ were refused promotion though they had passed the required examination and theUniversity was closed sine di~. Therehave been complaints about the hobby
clubs, World University Service, Film
Club etc. functioning inside the campus. The 'puritans' have grumbled
about "gambling" and "hard drinks"
at a fete and about a suggested mixed
moonlit HolL A few days ago some
$tudents demonstrated against the
Film Club which sl)owed a film in
which a boy stamps oh the posterior of
a J1aked girl. Perhaps they are not
mature enougb, like Film Club
members, to appr-eoiate the New Wave.
However, it would not do to dismiss
student agitajors as Naxalites bent on
mischief.
With anew_Education
'Minister who is supposed to know
what is what among teachers and
students, . the time ha,s come for an
inquiry into Jadavpur University, the
darling institution of American foundations.
~I
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THE Centre's

main concern, at the,
.
time of writing, is how gracefully it could ease Governor Dharma
,Vira out of the Raj Bhavan in Calcutta. The Governor might ~
asked to be relieved as ea:rly as
October 1968, as inspired stories'
would have it. But the Centre indeed
has to reckon with the possibility of
an unsavoury "untold story" of the
famous "Operation Hooghly" spilling
over sooner or later. Memoirs by
retired bureaucrats are the current
fashion and the Centre has reason to
be apprehensive ~wheri the Governor
who carried out its diktats wants to
retire. It might well !'be in the Centre's interest to keep Mr Dharma
Vira in office somewhere or the other
outside Calcutta at least until his ~
memoirs lose their relevance.
But what beats one is the sUiPetficiality of the approach to the whole
issue. From either side that is. The
United Front's objection could not certainly be limited to the individual
Governor alone. After all the United
Front Chief Minister and his colleagues
did not;mind being sworn in by the
same Governor who dismissed them
once. The objection should relate to
issues more fundamental. The Centre
thought it was setting a pattern, send-'
ing bureaucrats to Left Gommunist
dominated States. It is perhaps an
accident -that Mr E. M. S. Namboodiripad was hitting off well with Mr
Viswanathan while the United Front
in 'West Bengal found Mr Dharma
Vira too much of the Home Ministry's Viceroy in Calcutta. Both these
Governors belong to the distinguished
genre called the Indian Civil '- rvice
and could be relied upon by the
tre to stretch the Constitution to absurd limits to establish that the citizen's absolute loyalty like that of the
State officials was to the Centre and
not to the St~te. The Centre might
have also thought that the bureaucracy
MARCH 8, 1969
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everywhere was the same and the pro- might well force it to leave the Indian
for a bit of heart-searching. To be
~ blem was no different from organising Union. Centre-State
tensions
are sure all of them were political havean all-India power grid or an oil grid. building up though Mrs Indira Gandhi nots and to go by the political grapeThe basic is ues of Governor's could appeal for co-operation of all vine, the whole show was inspired by
powers need to be clearly defined. If and in the same bregfu turn dpwn the Mrs Indira Gandhi to discredit Mr
Mr Dharma Vira is replaced by a demand for an Inter-State Council as Nijalingappa and Mr Kamaraj. It is
political Governor like Mr Gopala provided by the Constitution.
now sought to be made out that if
Reddy or a military governor like
One possibility never imagined by Mrs Indira Gandhi's pet plan of an ad
General Kumaramangalam (whom the the Centre, for example, is that the
hoc West Bengal PCC had gone
Right Communists are promoting for Bengali is not yet reconciled to the through without a hitch, the pattern of
the post), that is no answer to the 'partition of hi'S State. The secession- politics in the State would have been
basic question. What exactly is Mr ist movement in East Bengal and different. The mea culpa session in
Jyoti Basu's or Mr Namboodiripad's
West Bengal's search for its own! iden- Vithalbhai Patel House might be a
attitude to the Centre's interpretation tity, might converge into a powerful counter-blast to the campaign by Mr
of the Governor's power? The wnole movement for an independent Bengal Atulya Ghosh's public relations machi,controversy should not be allowed to some day. ThiS'is more than a theonery in New Delhi. But the Congress
degenerate into sloganeering at this retical possibility New Delhi has to is not the only power factor in West
crucial juncture. States like West take note of, whatever the scope"of ijJ1e Bengal. If anything, the rival exercises
Bengal and Kerala should seek a more Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act. now on are matters of Congress conpositive answer from the Centre beThe Centre might well head off a cern, of 'fixing blame for the Congress
cause the problem does not end with confrontation with West Bengal or debacle and it should not interest the
the Centre consulting the States as a Kerala for the present because the people at large.
courtesy before appointing the next leadership prefers a short-term adjustGovernor. What is unfortunate is ment if only to ensure the survival of Kulak Politics
that the non-Congress Governments the power structure that obtains today.
The agricultural wealth tax and the
were content to demand that they But has the Left thought of the uIti- levies on fertilisers and power-driven
, > be
consulted before a Governor mate possibilities?
pumps is bound to put all the politi- was' appointed. The objections did not
For il)tsance, would Mr Ajoy cal parties at odds with the aflluent
relate to the weird interpretation of Mukherjee and Mr Jyoti Basu be peasantry which has been their mainthe Governor's powers.
content to demand the withdr:;twal of stay in the elections. It ~s the era of
The Home Ministry does not f~ar Governor Dharma Vira when they are kulak politics, of the" so-called gentleny confrontation from Madras though in New Delhi on March 6? Aren't men farmers (the percentage of those
there are vague misgivings about a there bigger issues at stake,? Mrs representing this particular class in the
hard-liner like Mr Karunanidhi. The Indira Gan.dhi might like to sweep Lok Sabha is roughly the same as in
confrontation might come ftOm West everything under the carpet and point the Swatantra Party or the - Marxist
Bengal, not even from Kerala. Kerala's to the bright idea" of the National De- CPI). ,Every [political party looks to
adjustment is held out as a model for velopment Council solving every pro- the kulak for electoral support. The
~ West Bengal "just as Mr Annadurai's blem of Centre-State relations. Even solicitude of the parties for those with
-(. ::tdjustment was held out as a model Mr' Namboodiripad is not. satisfied a landed property of Rs. 1 lakh
for Mr Namboodiripad by patronising with this. It needs a mOre basic (w.hich is the exemption limit for the
correspondents in New Delhi. It does assessment, a moretbasic attitude. The wealth tax) is bizarr@ because it is
not after all require a Left Commu- United Front in West Bengal should even argued that the small farmer's
nis -led Government to withdraw cases not become a party to a crude !power holdings amount to Rs. 1 lakh in
against Central Government emplo- adjustment with the Centre. But this value!
The States are sure to join
yees for the September 19 strike. is exactly what the Centre hopes it can issue with the Centre on the agriculEven an Akali-Jana Sangh combine in achieve very easily through a skilful tural wealth tax and even the Congress
Punjab could do it. This is not con- manipulation. What else does one cannot write off a strategic class infrontation. It has to come in some surmise from the talk one hears in rural areas whatever the nature of its
other form else.
New Delhi's parlours, of a certain hostility to the Congress. The CabiLast w~ek's debate in Parliament Minister at the Centre ,commanding net was sharply divided on the whole
d~r)jn.:d the possibilities. It was, the loyalty of a good chunk of the range of levies on the farmer, includ:(lot merely the question of Hindi, United Front legislators?
Even if it ing the fertiliser levy. Farming has bewhich a member from the South in- is the familiar feeler trick to demoralise come a status symbol among the new
evitably had to raise. Even Mr Hem the United. Front, how did the whole rich. But the so-called new leaderBarua of Assam could not help re- tal]c originate?
/ shi,p' that has emerged in the rural
-.5 minding the Centre grimly that if his
'fo
'fo
areas represents a most strategic class
State did not get its share of Centnl
Last week, about 50 Congress MPs interest. The
State
Governments
attention in economic development, it met at the instance of Mr G. L. Nanda have been reluctant to go ahead with
. ; MARCH 8, 1969
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/
of the City on Saturday evening a~d
the promptness with wqich they dlS-,
3lPpeared on Tuesday evening. It
was obviously a well planned and
organised affair.
,
During the last twenty years there
SHAHUL
have been strikes, stone-throwings and
bandhs which did paralyse the City
OMBAY.Border
agitation?
but t4.is one was different. This was
Hundreds of miles away from su:pposed to be, and was in fact,
the border?
The vast majority of Maharashtrian against non-Mahar ash
people in Bombay City' are indifferent trian. Let nobody try to gloss over
as to where the provincial border the communal character of the riots by
runs. Mischief of Naxalites or some saying that some Maharashtrians also
sort of Communism ~ Hard to believe, have suffered. There were instances ofbecause it has been a rare commodity some shopkeepers saving their wares by ,
in Bombay since the Shib Sena came shouting loud that they were Maharashon the scene. The best explanation trian I There was a haunting sense of
seems to be that the Shiv Sena boys insecurity among non-Maharashtrians
\Xanted to show who is boss here. It in the central and north Bombay areas,
may well be that the b0'ys were as~ed \ the police being wholly M~harashtrian
to make the show a/ httle .more lm.- and partial. And n~t a slllgle Mahapressive for • some people m DelhI. rashtrian leader came forward to
Newspapers had ceased to take note condemn the Shiv Sena during tho.se
of their "routine exercise" and-some- days of curfew ~d terror. The Ch~ef'
thing more spectacular was needed a?~ Minister, Mr Naik's statements dlSthe Shiv\ Sena, which is a non-pohtl-' approved of violence and o~ course
c~, organisation, is not likely to have condemned
"anti-social
eletpents",
bothered to find out the reasons or but never one word against the Shiv
purposes. It was in any cas~ a night- Sena. Did Mr Chavan or anybody
marish time in Bombay, from the 8th from the Maharashtra Congress, or
to the 11th cl February. Earlier for that matter any Maharashtrian
there was talk of border agitation and leader come forward with a statement
of a plan to demonstrate before Cen- condemning this fascist Sena? Not
PLACE A REGULAR ORDER
tral Ministers coming this way. The at the time when the goondas were
FOR YOUR
ritual of a demonstration passed -ruling the streets of Bombay. Instead
without incident when Mr Yashwant- we had news on the front page of the
FRONTIER
rao Chavan, th~ Home Minister, Bharat Jyoti of 9th February that "for
cam'e
but the crowd that went to the first time, the CPI of Bombay
Subscription Rates
meet'the Gujarathi leader, Mr Morarji
(Rightist) offered support to the
Desai at Mahim was not all that agitation of the Shiv Sena on the borINLAND
polit~; moreover, Morarji )Vas in nQ... del' issue". Nor was the SSP of
mood to share the understanding the Bombay left behind in climbing the
Six Months
Rs.
8.25
local Police Commissioner had with SS bandwagon, and as for the PSP it
One year
Rs. 16.50
the SS leaders. It seems he had ask- has been quite indistinguishable from
FiVe Years
Rs. 75.00
ed the drivet not to stop' the car, and the SS in the City.
Seven years _
Rs. 100.00
a few of the Sainiks who, were trying
By Monday February lOin nonForeign AIR MAIL Rates (One Year) to stop it got hurt. That, We are Maharashtrian ,esidential areas people
told was provocation enough for all had begun to organise self-defence
Europe: Rs. 120 or 15 dollars
~ the 'orgy of violence, looting, burn~ng groups, and at some pl~ces t!\e Sainiks
Asia: Rs. 88 or 11 dollars
and destruction of property WhICh who had gone to ra1d got 'it seyg.e>
America: Rs. 168 or 21 dollars
followed on a scale Bombay had not licking. In Dharavl, Santa Cruz and
By Surface Mail
seen. The value of property looted Andheri where otganised resistance
AU countries: Rs. 40 or 5 dollars
and destroyed is estimated at Rs. 6 was offered, the brave Sainiks ran for
crores. A remarkable feature of the life. The atmosphere was tense all
Long-term Subscriptions will
whole episode w,as the suddenness the time and wild rumours were comwith which the bus-burning, stone- ing up frequently. It was said that
help the new weekly
throwing crowds a·ppearedJn aU parts in Dadar the police demanded Rs.

agricultural Income tax. and their
wail over the loss of theIr autonomy
or the threat to it in the form of the
agricultural wealth tax ~ounds absurd.
Every United Front government has
displayed a kulak character. If some
of them had gone ahead with agricultural wealth tax in some form or the
other, they would have forestalled
Mr Morarji Desai. But that exactly
sums up the class dilemma of both the
Right and Left parties.
The tussle inside the Cabinet might
ultimately lead to scrapping of the
levies mooted by Mr Morarji Desai.
The merits of the particular levies
aside , one cannot help noticing the
.
loss of the development perspective
amidst the comfortable settlement for a
low growth rate and a low-level political 'equilibrium. The autonomy argument should not be invoked to cover
up any :political party's dependence on
the modern kulaks. There could be
better arguments against such levies.
Tailpiece: The budget allocation
for the Central Intelligence Bureau is
up by Rs. 14 lakhs though external
intelligence is diverted from it and its
functions are now limited.
March 2, 1969
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Maharashtra

Why Did Bombay Burn?

B

FRONTIER
5000 from a Gujarathi shopkeeper
who had approached them for protection, and it a.ppears, a compromise
was at last struck at half the price,
some fair-minded gentlemen intervening. In the beginning the (police,
as was indeed
expected,
were
merely amused ~ectators
when
buses and cars were set on fire. There
was a change in their attitude in some
areas after the ceremonial arrest of
Mr Thakre. Some firing and lathi
charges took place and these had a
salutary effect. The general impres.
sian here is that Mr Thakre was persuaded to issue an "appeal" to his
.followers from the jail, so that the
credit for restoring peace will not go
to the Army.
Many of the ha;ppenings in the
streets have already been reported in
the Press, of course with due circumspection by journalists not eager to
offend the local bosses. There is a
less tangible, unreportable and abiding aspect which affects the daily lives
of millions in this city of polyglot
population. It is the suspicion, distrust,
prejudice, ill-will and hatred generated
among neighbours, co-workers and
others who have been living in amity.
One section of the population appears
mOre privileged than the rest, a vertical division on communal' lines. In
the beginning only the South Indian
job-seekers were treated as interlopers, but all non-Maharashtrtans are
are now looked upon as "outsiders".
This was no doubt anticipated and the
charmed circle of "real Maharashtrians" is going to be smaller and
smaller. This unhealthy psychology
introduced by the non-political Shiv
Sena and tits political su;pporters of all
shades has m~de life less pleayant for
the working people. Thousands and
thousands of men and women earning
their livelihood labouring in offices,
restaurants, hospitals, shOlPs,factories
and otller iPlaces have to suffer silently
the c0nsequences of the ill-will and
prejudice engendered by a few shortsighted, self-seeking men. What made
it possible for linguisic chauvinism to
grow to such monstrous proportions?
Who have been feeding it?
Can we say that the Samyukta
(later Sampoorna) Maharastra SamiMARCH 8, 1969

thi (reduced to a pa;per organisation
with the -advent of the Shiv Sena)
led by the Leftists h<td nothing to do
with the growth of linguistic chauvinism? For a time the communists of
Bombay seemed to have forgotten all
about class struggle and everything
came to be subordinated to the linguistic cause. Some tortuous logic
explaining the "struggle of the Maharashtrian
nationality
against
the
/oppressive Gujarathi monopol capital" etc. was brought out, alld the leftminded South Indians and others
seemed to think that Maharashtrians
being mostly working iPeople could be
expycted to introduce "progressive
legislation to help the working masses
of Bombay. The Samithi was thus
able to gain support from a large section of non-Maharashtrian
people
also, not to mention the all-Glass
backing from Maharashtra. Protestations to the contrary notwithstanding,
there was an anti-Gujarathi
edge to
the whole movement, since opposition
to the inclus'ion of the City in Maharashtra came mainly from Gujarathis.
The Gujarathi Press had reported
many incidents of threat, looting,
molestations and clashes, and for some
time there was panic among the Gujarathis of Bombay. It was a big
popular movement led by Maharashtrians, but then it did not take on a
communal character on the whole,
owing to a number of factors present
then. Maharashtra
province
was
[armed including the much disputed
City of Bombay but the men who had
sacrificed everything to accomplish it
had some sur,prise in store. The new
Chief Minister of Maharashtra had on
his head a lily-white cap I It was the
Congress party ruling again, not the
Samithi. And Mr Chavan became
quite emotional about men shot down
during the agitation and made a theatrical move to the Hutatma Memorial
at the Flora Fountain and garlanded
it when all the Press photographers
'.vere ready. Great were the sentiments on all sides, so much so that
it became quite irrelevant to recall as
to which party had ordered firing on
those Hutatmas. It was soon found
out that Mr Chavan was the "real
Maharashtrian leader" who had forced

Nehru to include Bombay in Maharashtra, in the teeth of ~position from
Morarji and other Gujarathis. Naturally he became "the. one and only
leader of Maharashtra" as Mr Naik
later described him. And where was
the Samithi, and its leaders? Not
much was heard of them after that.
The Hindu Mahasabha, Jana Sangh,
the PSP and other assorted parties had
left it after accusing and abusing the
"anti-national Reds" to their heart's
content and the communists looked
somewhat forlorn. Riding the crest
of the Samithi movement many of
them had imagined that they had
found a short-cut to the Sachivalaya.
What next? Habituated to the linguistic agitation and hav/ing associated
with all and sundry political opinions
in Maharashtra for so long, they were
in no mood to return to the "conventional ideas of class struggle politics."
Another valiant effort was made, and
it was found that there was an unfinished job at the provincial border.
Some descrepanoies in the border adjustments were detected, some injustice
done to Maharashtra by the State ;R'eorganisation Committee which was
incidentally /partial to Mysore. Belgaum, Karwar and many other places
l1ightly belonged to Maharashtra, but
were given to Mysore. It was necessary to get them included in Maharashtra, and moreover, Goa also
should find its place inside this State
Or else Maharashtra will not be "sampoorna". T.he clamour for linguistic
justice was taken up by other parties
also, all the reactionary elements of
Maharashtra sup,porting the Cause.
In the case of Goa, the long entrenched
Catholic communalism was in no
hurry to be enveloped by the Hindu
communalism
of Maharashtra
or
Mysore. So when a refezendum was
held the majority of the Goan people
preferred to remain separate. After
that the Sam,poorna Maharashtra Samithi concentrated its)ire on the southern
border, to get Belgaum and Karwar
from Mysore. Since both the States
and the Centre were controlled by the
Congress party it was possible to say
for some time that the Congress was
neglecting the interests of Maharashtra but the Congressmen of Maha-
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did not even go to hospitals because
rashtra declared that they had no "lungiwallahs", meaning South Indians(\ hospitals report to the Police I News- ~.
Th<is
was
the
time
and
climate
in
difference at all with the Samithi on
papers were told to "exercise restraint".
the border dispute with Mysore. The Bombay when Mr V. K. Krishna Did the Communist Party of_Bombay
trouble was that the Congressmen ~nd Menon thought of contesting the elec- think of arranging some public meetothers in Mysore had started a coun- tion from the north Bombay consti- <ingsto demand protection for the linter-agitatJion. Moreover, the Com- tuency from where he had won twice guistic minorities? Did any of their
munist Party of Mysore State did not in the past. His constituency also had leaders boldly speak of the rights of
agree with its counterpart in Maha- undergone a change. It included the minorities? Unfortunately none
rashtra. In Bombay one could hear wholly Maharashtcian areas like Thana was heard speaking with courage ex:..
of the "grievances" of the "children of and Kalyan and excluded some parts.
cept Mr S. S. Mirajkar whom they do
Maharashtra"
having to learn a Both the / BPCC and the MPCC not count as an "intellectual". Their
leaders
were
united
on
the
need
to
"Mad1:asi" language in Belgaum I Mr
intellectuals, clever men and orators,
Chavan and Mr Naik were no doubt "finish him off" and big business was prefered to be busy with the "border
trying to do their best to get justice ready to spend any amount. It was
issue".
for Maharashtra but the South Indians then that Bombaymen heard of "a
Later at the mun<icipal election in ''\
were resisting I The agitation on the non-;political, cultural organisation to Thana the Congress party showed its
look
after
the
linterests
of
Maharashsouthern ~inguistic border was against
trians" called Shiv Sena which had gratitude by not contesting, and helpSouth Indians.
ing Shiv Sena candidates to win. Shiv
After Nehru the authority of the an earlie~ clahdestine beginning, col- Sena men sw~pt the poll, the Samithi
Central Government diminished, Mr lecting secret pledges from Maharas-h- was nowhere, and the corporation was
Chavan became the Home Minister, trian volunteers. In fairness it 'must captured by the Sainiks'. Recently the
and the Congress Party wrote off the be admitted that it did an efficient Sena repeated the performance in the
two southern States, Kerala and Mad- and absolutely non-political cam- Bombay municipal elections by deras. South Indians in Bombay had paign for the Congress candidate feating Samithi candidates even in
neither political nor ;property baclcing who had nobody else to work in the la\:;our areas where the communists
and what is more, a large section of field. Menon-supporters were beaten
had laboured for deqdes.
The PSP
them was suspected to be left-minded. up in Chembur, Kurla and Bhandu;p had joined hands with the SS from its
and
the
Samithi
workers
could
do
The situation in the City had changed
inception in the name of anti-comsince the pr6vious Samithi agitation; nothing to protect them. The Samithi munism, and after its demonstrated
the Government had become wholly was by now reduced to its origi- strength in the municipal elections the
Maharashtrian and so were the city nal communist cadres and they Sena found admirers and friends in the
police, and the municipal administra- rpade very little im~ression. Maha- SSP also. Lions Clubs and Rotary
voters were told that
tion although Maharashtrians consti- rashtrian
Menon
was
the r~resentative
of Clubs were inwting the Sena Chief
tuted only 34 per cent of the city's
Mr Thakre to address their meetings,
and non-Maharashtrian
population. The young Congress "Madrasis"
were
effectively
intimi- and at .important cultural gatherings
Ministers who have come to Bombay's voters
colonies of hutment-dwel- of Maharashtrians he was treated as
Sachivalaya from upcountry towns dated;
lers
went
up in flames, and those "Chief Guest". His importance seemhad no particular love for "cosmopoliwho
resisted
the SS were arrested and ed to be next only to that of the Chief tanism" and they seemed to be deterMinister.
Criticism in Parliament
mined to provincialise this great city beaten up by the ;police. The Shiv
and
the
shocked
reaction to the
of polyglot po,pulation. A new gene- Sena was the sword-arm of the Conriots
from
all
parts
of
the nation seem.
ration, of Maharashtrians
who had gress, and' it was this first victory
to
have
given
courage
to
a lot of people
had secondary education had come 'up which boosted this organisation.
and
newspapers
here
who
were willing
Then
followed
a
period
of
<intimifrom
up-country
towns
seeking
to
blame,.£nly
"anti-social
elements"
dation
and
stray
attacks
on
South
employment in Bombay, the largest
until
lately.
Current
expressions
of disIndians,
raids
on
middle-class
eating
<industrialcentre in' western India, and
houses
(UdiiPi
hotels),
looting
small
approval
should
not
mislead
the
they were meeting competition from
others, mainly from the south. Many shops; attacks on street hawkers, in- linguistic minorities into any degree
South Indian communities long en- sulting working women like nurses and of complacency. It may not be safe
communi-·.
trenched in the commercial offices of stenos, and, such other activities for the non-Maharashtrian
ties here who together constitute '
Bombay were hel,ping applicants from which were certainly "non-political".
unions
in whiC;h South 66% of the population to rely on the
their own respective linguistic groups Trade
and keeping others out. A large Indians were holding important posi- sense of fairness of tPe local Congress.
section of the newly educated Maha- tions wer'e compelled to replace them They must selk full representation in
South Indians
rashtrian youth who had come 'tp by Maharashtrians.
the city police organisation and munisuffering
assaults
dared
not go to
Bombay must have sensed discJ.1iminacipal offices, lif they are not to be
tion and naturally there was resent- (police stations for fear of becoming treated like the Hindus in Pakistan.
ment and an ou~cry against all the accused. Many who were injured
'
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election in Malapuram constituency. Assam
This is an impregnable stronghold of
the Muslim League. The seat fell
Youth Congress Revolt vacan\ on the death of the Muslim What The Dissidents
League member of the UP Cabinet"
Mr. Ahmed Kurikal. The Pradesh
RAM]!
Congress has offered the ticket to an
A. C.
old
ex-Rajya Sabha Muslim member,
THE
sweeping United Pront victory in West Bengal has caused Mr. Palat Kunhikoya. The calculathree-man delegation headed by
great frustration in a section of the tion is communal. The candidate,
Mr H. Lyngdoh went to New
the
bosses
feel,
would
bag
communal
Congress camlP which represents the
Delhi
last time to meet the
old guard of the Pradesh set-up. But Muslim as well as the solid Congress Prime Minister to acquaint her with
it has put new muscle into the Youth votes. Over this the Youth Congress the views of the erstwhile dissident
Congress wing and the majority of is highly incensed. In the last election, members of the APHLC (who have
the Congress following, which are one Youth Congress leader, Mr. A. C. formed a parallel 'party-Hill State
thoroughly sick of the unprincipled Shanmugadas, was the Congress can- Peoples' Democratic Party) about the
antics of the pradesh leaders. The mid- didate and though he lost he had the autonomous State scheme of the Govterm election in West Bengal had distinction of securing double the ernment of India. As soon as their
additional import and local signifi- number of votes secured by the decision to meet the Prime Minister
cance. It has staved off imminent Congress candidate in the previous was announced some prominent memCentral intervention and given a new election in this constituency. He had bers of the APHLC; aided by certain
lease of life to the UP Government in strong claims to this constituency by other rightwing political leaders, bevirtue of his local standing and the
Kerala.
hard work he has put in there at the came very active in Delhi to sabotage
With a. well-primed propaganda
the proposed meeting. The delegation
build-up about breakdown of law and grass-roots level.
Although it is well known that no managed to see Mrs Gandhi at her
order and insecurity of life and proparty
other than the Muslim League residence after a good deal of exhausperty, re-echoed and bolstered up by
tion, But the meeting ended in a
such worthies as the Union Minister has any chance of success in Mala- 'fiasco. All through the five or six
for Law and the Congress President, puram, the diehard, Pradesh leaders minutes of discussion Mrs Gandhi
the Pradesh Congress leadership,- out are reluctant to make even a token seemed to have heard the leaders just
to grab power by any means, has been concession to the younger elements. for the fun of hearing but when it
waiting for a take-over through Cen- The communal angle and calculations appeared to her that they were saying
tral dispensation after an anticipated of the Congress are not likely to pre- something signi'ficant she made a brusvail against the super-communalism of
UP. debacle in West Bengal.
que and arrogant exit from the scene.
But the Youth Congress wing had the Muslim/' League in this constiIn the meantime, in a memorandum
never aligned itself to the 'insecurity' tuency. It is a futile endeavour. The issued' to the National Porum and the
old
guard
could
have
easily
made
a
angle. Its stance was that the UP in
Governments of the States of India,
Kerala should be allowed an uninter- gift of this seat to youth. But even the HSPDP says that the autonomous
rupted rule for the full term. It 'feels this empty concession the old leaders State plan is no~ consistent with the
that the Congress debacle in West are unwilling to make. TheIr greed basic. needs of the hill people in that
Bengal was primarily caused by the and their reliance on dirty tactics still it is going to be implemented merely
precipitate Central intervention and the encourage them to hope for the im- as a tranquillizer rather than as an
intrigues of the old guard led by Mr. possible.
This stet) has overtaxed the patience effective measure to meet their genuine
Atulya Ghosh. The Youth Congress
grievances. The leaders of the HSPDP
leaders state that their stand has been of the Youth Congress, which has contend that the APHLC, while agreevindicated by the fact that most of the protested vehemently to the Central ing to the scheme, did not think it '
old guard have been routed, in the Parliamentary Board. In addition, the necessary to examine its workability
West Bengal election and the Congress Youth Congress is seriously thinking let alone the great hiatus between the
victories are mostly confined to the of breaking, away from the Pradesh January 13, 1967 declaration by New
Congress. The first State conference
younger section of the party:
Delhi and the scheme now evolved.
. The simmering discontent against of the Youth Congres§.lalls ~on March On the one hand, the Government of
the short-sighted, self-centred and re- 7 and 8. The youth cadres are all India seemed to have admitted the
actionary policy of the Pradesh leader- worked up over this and several justness of the hill people's d~lJlands,
ship almost boiled over when the other issues and the indications are on the other, it could not but give in
Pradesh leadersh1p gave the Congress that they will break away. That to the unjust reasoning of the Assam
ticket to that ridiculous breed in the would write finis to the Pradesh set- Government,
to which, curiously
Congress political lexicon •. the so- up, which would be left with a pack enough, APHLC too has cringed. It
called Nationalist Muslim, for the by- of discredited leaders and 'nothing else.
9
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was the pressure of popular demand State, but to implement the autono- conditions were put forward to pacify
by the hill people and the moral sup- mous State scheme the Constitution a'nd hoodwink the taciturn hill people
port it had won from progressive forc- has to be amended and another elabo- or to put yet another sword of Damoes that c011lipelledthe Centre to make ---:'rate[eorganisation Act introduced to cles over the head of the Government;
its January 13, 1967 declaration, ac- give birth to this diarchy. That the that fair trial is only a legal fiction
cording to which the hill areas were to Constitution has to be amended to and conditional acceptance cannot be
be constituted as a separate unit hav- create the proposed
autonomous included either in the Constitution
ing a status not subordinate to any State clearly points to the fact that Amendment Bill . Or in the proposed
They
other unit. But as things emerge now, this scheme is not in harmony with Assam Reorganisation Bill.
oppose
the
conveniently
derived
idea
the whole question has taken a differ- the provisions for the creation of
ent course changing the hopes and new States as embodied in it. There- that both the hill people and the plains
aspirations of the hill people into frus- fore, on this ground alone, the propo- people of Assam have accepted the
tration, and the autonomous State sal should be rejected as it offends scheme. They think, "sweeping asscheme, if implemented, will compli- Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Constitu- sumptions are dangerous for so big
and varied a country as India and it
cate matters rather than solve any. tion.
is
wishful thinking to imagine that an
The HSPDP argues that the GovernThe HSPDP has raised another
ment of India should immediately re- pertinent question in the memorandum imposed set-up. within the broad
vise its decision or leave the matter to regarding APHLC's commitments to framework evolved either in Delhi or
the vote of the hill people, because the hill. people. They allege that at Gauhati with strong men in control
the APHLC can no longer be said to APHLC's swing in favour of the will end all impulses at seeking their
rcprescnt the will of the hill people."
autonomous State scheme has been a own identity and cultural ho~ogeneity
The HSPDP thinks that to accept drastic shift from where it originally by the hill people." The HSPDP is,
the autonomous State scheme in order stc-od. Between
the period
of therefore, an alternative to APHLC
to give it a trial, as suggested by the APHLC's birth in 1960 and to date which is committed to the 'attainment
APHLC, woutd virtually mean conce,d- its leaders have conducted the whole of a separate Hill State within the
ing the hegemony of the Assam Gov- affair behind the facade of a fake show Indian Union by constitutional means.'
The emergence of the Hill State
ernmcnt in all important matters con- of resoluteness without taking the
Peoples'
Democratic Party s·eems to
nccted with the all-round development people into con1fidence. Despite aD
have
thrown
the leaders -of APHLC in
of hill areas. In that case, the Assam the demerits and inherent unworkabi·
a
quandary.
The popularity they
Government will have its final say in lity of the autonomous State scheme
once
enjoyed
is
obviously on the wane
vital issues like law and order, police, a few leaders of APHLC accepted
ali the higher categories of administra- it
because
wiHy-nilly they had now. All that they now want is to
tion, revenue-bearing schemes and been a party to its ~volution. Con- speed up the passage of the Constituitems like
hydel
projects,
big trary to what the January 13, 1967 tIon Amendment Bill on the Autonoindustries, roads
and
communi- declaration promised to bestow upon mous State Plan. Bye-elections to the·
cation. The scheme will not con- the hill people, the September 11, nine Assam Assembly seats are due,
fer on the hill areas the StatllS 1968 announcement of the autono- but the leaders of APHLC cannot perof the 18th State of India, Qut that of mous State plan has left th~ hill peo- haps face them until the passage of the'
a sub-State of Assam. This apart, it pJe in a state of despondency. Seeing Amendment Bill. They are not sure
would appear from List A of the that the hill people were not favour- if they would be able to salvage the
White Paper that as many as 59 ably disposed to this schem.e, certain position they once consolidated by reitems in List C and almost all the con- leaders of APHLC laboured hard to signing from the assembly seat's. One
current itcms in List III of the Con- explain away their' about-turn in small only expects APHLC to face it bravestitution along with other items only meetings and started selling the plan ly and to show on whose side the
peculiar to the autonOIpous State plan in a hush-hush manner. Later at a balance is tilting.
will vest the State of Assam with meeting at Tura attended by only
power to decidc all important matters those who still held the APHLC tail For FIzONTIER readers III
arbitrarily. And it is the grant of all and other ignorant followers, the autothis prerogative that has persuaded nomous State scheme was formally
West India can contact
the Assam Government alld other accepted on condition that: (a) it
vested interests of the Assam Valley should be given only a fair trial; (b)
S.D.CHANDAVARKAR
to aceept the plan, though with a it would be only a stepping stone
show of mild reluctance, because they towards a full-fledged Hill State; (c)
10, Kanara House
have practically nothing to lose by the programme of non-violent direct
this patchwork arrangement.
The action would only be kept in abeyance
Mogal Lane, Mahim
HSPDP leaders further argue that no and (d) the recruitment and training
amendment to the Constitution is re- of volunteers would go on as usual.
Bombay-16
quired to create a full-fledged Hill The HSPDP holds the view that these
I
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Letter from

America

The Rhetoric/ Of Status Quo
ROB! CHAKRAVaRTI

SAN

Francisco,
February
24.a little longer in London and Paris;'"
Shortly before I sat ~own to Besides, if the new Administration
write this despatch, my television set were interested in a detente with Russhowed Nixon
at Brussels.
Radio
sia, what was the point of visiting West
stations periodically mentioned his trip
Berlin at a moment when East Gerto Europe, and of course, newspapers
many was protesting the holding of
were full of reports and !pictures of the !presidential election there?
it. Later, in the week, when newsWhen you ask these questions, the
papers had
ended - up in the garshow and the panoply of the tour
bage cans, weeklies
and magazines
a'ppear more important than anything
would pick up the theme, alppropriate
substantive that mayor may not have
with pictures and commentaries.
Yes,
been achieved.
It seems that Nixon,
Nixon stands to gain from his Europerhaps the most image-conscious Prepean trip; taken only after, a month
sident in histQry, is still on a campaign
of
his
inauguration.
But
would
trail to establish
his image
among
West Europe or the world gain as American voters. While "task forces"
much from this trip?
use academic language to obscure doThe political urgency
of Nixon's
mestic and international
issues rather
European trip is questionable.
There
than illuminate
them\ to their bare
was little that he, could not have
essentials, Nixon the organization man
achieved through his emissaries. There
and his little coterie of aides may
is no new element
in the Euro;pean
have discovered that the best way to
situation which demanded
his immeglamourize the new Administration
is
diate attention.
De Gaulle's
recent
to take a Presidential junket to Europe,
move to lure Britain into a new Euro- I certainly the least troublesome
and
pean system was made
long- after
the most tractable
area in the world
Nixon had settled his European itinetoday.
By focussing attention on the
rary.
In any case, there was no
relatively inessential and narmless, the
change in de Gaulle's policy. The
"new" Nixon can be projected anew
West German situation
was not any in the mind of the American voters at
more critical fOr world peace now
little cost.
than it had been before.
And; the
This analysis recognizes
that there
good old British lion ,had been ailing
are Eurspean
problems
and
that
for such a long time that no trip by Nixon's
trip particularly
to Bonn,
the American President could save it Paris and London
may have consefrom the pinjrapole.
quences which would affect other areas
Even assuming that the European
of international
policy.
The problem
problem demanded greater attention of of the Middle East, for instance, was
,the new American President than the worthy of discussion
with de Gaulle
problem of the Middle East o~ Vietand Wilson.
Likewise, the problem
nam, let alone the domestic problem
of the signing of a non..JpToliferation
of unn;st in the ghettoes,
one may
treaty was tied up with Bonn's stalling
question what could be accomplished
on the issue and Russia's suspicion of
in a week's tour of five capitals.
As West Germany.
But these problems
Drew Pearson,
with a mischievous
did not require
a Presidential
trip
twinkle,
pointed
out in his column
and certainly not so soon after the aspublished on the day of NIXon's deparsumption of power,
Since a Fart of
ture, "he will be only half a day in the so-called European problem is the
Brussels, the capital of NATO, one
relationship
between
the
White
day in BOlm, overnight only in Romt,
House
and the Kremlin, it is worth

pointing out that, Nixon had vetoed
President
Johnson's
'Plan to visit
Europe to meet Premier
Kosygin.
Johnson had even invited
Presidentelect Nixon to come along. Nixon was
reported ,not only to have declined
the offer but also told the Russians
privately that he was against a Johnson-Kosygin meeting.
Nixon's visit, therefore,
does not
contain much more importance
than
meets the eye-literally
speaking. Millions of American television viewers'
eyes watched their minority President
meeting. European
statesmen
for a
week. Image-conscious
Nixon could
not have asked for -more.
"Healing The Wound"
One of the statements often used to
describe the Nixon
administration
is
that it! is cautious in its approach, that
it wants to conserve rather than destroy, it wants to "heal the wound" in
the nation. A part of this vocabulary is
the oftquoted claim that the Nixon
administration
does not want to promise what it cannot deliver.
A paradox
is that the rhetoric of
cautious pragmatism's
parallels claims
of new directions in foreign
policies.
Nixon, for instance, claimed that his
European
trip would
foster "a new
spirit of consultation which will result
in a new spirit of confidence."
While
he was maki~g these claims of novelty in European policy (he had earlier
talked of the "new team" in \Paris with
"new" directions, but so far the changing of the guard has not meant any
major
change in Vietnam
policy) a
Cabinet member of his was expressing
cau ion on a matter of domestic
urgency, namely the housing
for the
'Poor.
There has been a proposal
for
wiping out slum housing in ten years
by building 26 million new housing
units of which six million would be
for low-income families.
This means
the construction of 600,000 units for
the poor every year, certainly not a
difficult target for a country which is
spending
billions
in Vietnam
and
billions more on sophisticated
wea'P0nry. Romney,
the Secretary
for
Housing and Urban Development,
in
his 'first Press conference as a Cabinet
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and thousands of miles away from the
member in eqrly February accepted ted from the "Pro-Peking Communist political excitement in my hometown,
the dire need for hpusing for the poor, dominated" United Front and "Indira as I finished devouring the election
but ar~ued that the targeted amount of Gandhi's Congress party", but the news in Calcutta newspUipers, I had,
houses could not be built "given our picture was never clear until airmailed to quote from the headline of a West
present capacity and organization of copies of 'Calcutta newspapers were Bengal despatth in the New York
resources." The language used for his sent to me by the Indian Consulate at Times, a feeling of morning after.
admission of failure in advance is San Francisco. Several days later
interesting. Note the words: "capacity"
and "resources". Is it not ridiculous
for a Cabinet official of a country that
has recently agreed to spent over five
billion dollars on the controversial
K. C.
"thin" anti-ballistic missile system to
say that "we" do not have the "capacity" or "resources" to build 600,000
(An adaptation of the last passage sarcophagus, it looked so bare. She '"'
housing units per year?
of the novel Citizen Tom Paine by showed Enver the slip of paper upon
/ From this it follows that Romney Howard Fast).
which was written Stalin's epitaph:
"Joseph Stalin, Author of Problems
will ask Congress to reduce the annual
housing goals to what he consi,dered a
SUCH was the funeral procession of Leninism."
"That's
enough,"
Enver
said.
more "realistic" level of achievement.
which accompanied Stalin's body
Romney admitted failure to meet to the Lenin Mausoleum at the "That's enough for any communist.
the challenge in housing 'but at the Red Square on March 9, 1953:
How old was he?"
same time glossed this over with the leading members of the Govern"Seventy-three, I think."
political rhetoric of realism and prag- ment and party from all over
It was the 9th of March 1953:
:fo
:fo
matism while Nixon is pursuing virtu- the country, foreign communist diploally the same foreign policy as his mats and delegates, some Latin AmeBut it was not enough for the good
predecessor and yet gives the impres- ricans, several Africans, numerous
people of the Central Committee that
sion of "new directions."
If politi- Asians; those and many more. But it Stalin had been buried-over
and
ound
cians of other countries, particularly
over
again-in
the
unhallowed
m:..
was enough; it was the whole world.
underdeveloped countries, show relucAt one point during their journey of "personality cult" and "violation
tance to make major social or political
from the House of Trade Unions up to of socialist legality." After the party
changes, American scholars and com- the Red Square the pall-bearers Congr.ess in October 1961 they inmentators would condemn them as stopped to rest awhile, and a dollar- vaded the mausoleum and r~pped the
ty,pical of their values or culture which earning bystander called out to a branches from the trees Ibarruri had
are supposed to be unrealistic or irraplanted, and sold them for their own
tional. When American leaders display mourner:
benefit. . They hacked pieces off the
"Whose funeral ?"
the same philistinism and insensitivity,
tombstone; they pulled up the few
"Stalin's."
flowers
that were planted or placed
this is explained away as realism and
'''Well'', Ditto grinned, "if there is
rationality. If, as the saying goes, a such a business as purgatory, he'll get there by visitors.
Somewhile later, a man named
rose is a rose in whatever name you his share before the devil lets go of
Kurkuzni
Karushov and his aide
call it, so is cow-dung.
him."
Meeko
had
a scheme. They dug up
"On that score", Enver mused, "I
Stalin's
bones,
intending to exhibit
West Bengal Elections
would sooner take my chance with
I recently went through a frustrating Stalin than with any man of Bel- them in various cities of Albania and
China to further the cauSe of reviexperience. The news items of West grade."
Bengal elections in local newspapers
A good many people had gathered sionism. But the governments of
and broadcasts were scrappy and to watch the burial. They, includ- these two countries refused to permit
even with my constant contact with ing all the 'party leaders, wept at the this last, crowning infamy, and the
bones tlisappeared somewhere in the
news from Calcutta, I was u~able to words of sorrow Molotov, Malenkov
battlefields of Cuba, Algeri~ and
figure out the political pattern i~ West and Beria said over the grave. Enver
Vietnam.
Bengal. The news in the so-called asked Dolores Ibarruri whether there
So today no one knows just where
national newspapers, such as the New was any provision in the Central Com- Stalin lies, and that, perhaps, is best,
resolution for a memorial,
York Times, were not illuminating mitte's
for the world was his village.
either. The news items would giv,e and she said, yes, a (pantheon would
be
put
up
as
soon
as
it
could
be
erecOur agent at Varanasi
such rare glimpses as the defeat of
ted. She now intended to plant some MANNALAL DAS
the "State Congress-party chief, P. C.
Chunder" or the total number elec- willows and cypresses around the
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department under nis own supervIsion
in order to prevent less reslPonsible
elements from committing the Government to the disrepute of barren extre, mism. The U~ fortunately
enjoys
some advantages which it lacked durCOMMENTATOR
ing its previous term of office. It has
a very considerable majority, preHE self-imposed silence of news- suspect that this was essentially a empting fears of defection. The
papers on West Bengal has been bargaining tactiC. What they really leaders of the Front have acquired
broken. All newspapers had some- wanted was the Home portfolio whiCh some expcrience of what political
thing to say about the wrangling in Mr. Ajoy Mukherjee held when he administration entails and know that
the United Front over Chief Minister- was ChIef Minister of the last UF decisions can be taken only in an
ship and allocation of portfolios. The Government. The Marxists and some atmosphere of calm and not under
comments were uncomplimentary, and . others felt at that time that Mr. _pressure of mobs brought on tlJe
no paper failed /to contend that this Mukherjee was too amenable to advice streets either by the Government's
showed the inherent disunity of the and pressures from the Centre. They supporters or by its political rivals. If
Front. Of course, the papers could were therefore determined this time these positive factors are exploited, the
not seriously hope, however agreeable to make the allocation of the Home UF will find that it does no~ have to
it might have been,., that the Front portfolio to a Marxist Communist an waste time in combating imaginary
would fall apart;'but they haVe come lSSUe of confidence. The final com- devils but instead can deploy its conto the conclusion that the fear of the promise gives the Marxists the subs- siderable legislative. majority for the
smaller parties of the domination by tance of their demand. The paper development and welfar'e of West
Marxist Communists is growing. Per- says that it would be a mistake for Bengal proving thereby that the UF
haps they think that this might De the Congress party in West Bengal 0y is a credible political organisation,
the ultimate undoing of the Front, for: for the Central Government to derive not just a marriage of convenience.
after all, the CPM by itself does not any satisfaction from the in-'fighting On the demand for removal of Mr
command more than 83 votes in the in the UFo The arithmatic of the new Dharma Vira the paper says in a
Assembly: With the Congress with its Assembly is such that the UF will separate editorial that the Centre
55 members waiting in the wings, it is'' remain in office till the next general cannot, and cannot seem to, allow the
not altogether impossible for West election. It is in everyone's interest "West Bengal Government to exercise a
Bengal to have a ministry without the that the coalition should function as veto on its power to appoint Govercommunists. A coalition at the Centre smoothly as possible. Conflicts with- nors. It is unfortunate that the United
may work miracles in the States also, in the coalition can only damage the Front in West Bengal shoul9 give the
West Bengal not excepted. Naturally, 'administration as a whole and create impression that it wishes to challenge
the papers do ndt want the Congress an unfavourable cl.imate ~or economic the Centre's authority rather than to
to go about this business in a hurry. development and. mdustnal harmony. try and work out new equation with
They advised patience so that the in- The ~F has obtamed a mandate f~oI? the present Governor, which may not
fighting in the Front might channel the people of West Bengal, and It is - be difficult in the present circumthings into this desirable course. In possible to hope that the UF Govern- stances. Yet it would be both approthe mean time, the 'Papers will go on ment will" this .ri~e show a greater priate and desirable for the Centre to
doing their bits by delving the motives sense of responSIbIlIty. The Centre for make a serious effort to evolve a more
of the CPM in cornering the key port- its part must also avoid "needless con- acceptable procedure for the appointfolios and criticising Mr Jyoti Basu frontations" with the Government of ment of Governors. The office is not
for his "heroics" at the Maidan rally, - West Bengal.
ano irust not be viewed as a sinecure
though from published reports it apThe Hin~ustan Times recalls that for old or retired party warhorses or
pears that he was exceedingly conci- the UF mamfesto spoke of mass mo~e- officials who may-be less than indeliatory. From all these developments ments to ch~nge the present SOCIal pendent in their judgment. Governors
most of the papers have drawn the order and. bnn~ ab?ut a new <?entre- must enjoy both respect and public
comforting conclusion that those who State relationshIp WIthout the distract- confidence.
ensured a massive majority to the ing impediment of police interference.
Front must have been disappointed at This is all right as election rl1etoric but "Uneasy Coalition"
the From's performance after the if it is now to be translated into
Describing the UF as an uneasy
electoral victory.
action under the "benign guidance" of coalition The Times of India says that
The Indian Express says that though Mr. Jyoti Basu then Bengal is in for the CPM is not only the ~argest but
the Marxists made an open bid for another :peTiod of prolonged political also the most dynmic coI1stituent of
the Chief Ministership thus sparking a agony. It could, howeVer, be that the Front and it will try to dominate
week-IonO" crisis it is possible to Mr Basu intends Ito keep the police it by every possible means. The
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itself create the sort of animosities
. Naxalites who constituted its lunatic cutta Maidan where leaders of the UF which ought to be and can be avoided
fringe have left the organisation or unfolded their general approach and since they bring no real benefit to
interludes
have been expelled. But there are thinking. The amiable
which
the
UF
enjoyed
were
totally West Bengal. The UF mandate is to
still many in its ranks who cherish
govern as best as it can, and not
dissipated
in
a
barrage
of
fulminations
romantic notions of social change and
create occasions for conflict with the
and
insinuations
which
could
hardly
do not accept the limitations of the
Centre.
help
the
UF
Government
in
working.
system under which they function.
The Statesman thinks that the main
The 'leadership will be under constant out practical policies for the progress speakers at the Maidan rally talked
pressure from them. The CPI, the and prosperity of West Bengal. If the some sound sense in the midst of
Bangia Congress and the Forward leaders are serious about restoring what could be regarded as unavoidBloc know only too well that the West Bengal's economic viability, able rhetoric. There is no reason to
CPM will carryon a ceaseless struggle about the tfirstthing the UF leaders will believe that the UF leaders have not
against them both inside and outside have to do is to eschew adventurism profited from their nine months' exthe Government and do all it can to and witch-hunting. Mr Ajoy Mukher- perience 'of administration,' and the
win over their followers. But they are jee hit the nail on the head when he paper hopes that this experience,
prisoners of anti-Congressism and of said the UF would have to implement coupled with the enhanced self-assurtheir own slogans and have no choice its programme in order to help indus- ance they have gained from the
but to 'stick it out. It can be taken trial ex<pansion, attain self-sufficiency election results, will enable them to
for granted that some of the consti- in rice, and relieve unemployment.
approach their manifold tasks not only
tuents of the UF will try hard to whip There were traces of these promises with greater maturity but also with
in
Mr
Jyoti
Basu's
speech
as
well,
but
up an anti-Centre campaign partly to
more efficiency. The paper is however
distract attention from their own dis- the manner in which he put them critical of the size of the Ministry
across
was
not
merely
flamboyant
but
putes and partly to strengthen their
and says that there seems little reason
respective !positions against one ano- also threatening. There were dark why every constituent party should
ther. The future of Mr Dharma Vira hints of action against public servants have one or two Ministers, especially
is a ready-made issue. But this need and against certaiin sections of society. when some maintain their separate
not embarrass
New Delhi un- There is a persistent fear of some kind identities mainly on factional or perduly. Mr Dharma
Vir a himself of conspiracy between the capitalists sonal considerations. What will matter
is said to have
expressed the and the Centre to break the UF or is the effect of the size on the quality
desire to retire and there is no good end its hold on West Bengal. Yet Mr . of administration. Cabinet consultareason why New Delhi should force Basu also made it quite clear that even tions may oecome more desultory and
him to stay on. It will be a great he did not want closure of mills and time-consuming than they need be, and
pity, specially for him, if the issue gets factories, because he knew that this consensus much more difficult to
blown out 9f all proportion. The would only create unemployment. If achieve even when the members are
Centre's relations with the West Ben- only he could restrain himself a little,
like-minded. Perhaps the best solugal Government will be difficult in any maybe he too would fall in line with
tion
in tIre circumstances would be to
case; they need not be made impos- the more practical policies of some of have a smaller inner Cabinet to decide
his
other
colleagues,
in
order
to
step
sible at the very start. New Delhi
upon the most important questions of
will have to be tactful and patient if up the falling trend of investments and policy and then have its decisions ratiit does not wish to make a gift of the beat the slack in industrial develop- tfied by the Cabinet as a whole.
State to the CPM. The local forces ment without which the UF Governshould be allowed a free play in the ment can never hope to achieve its
hope that other parties will be able other objectives, such as fuller employNOTICE
to exercise enough restraint on the ment. Equally futile and dangerous'
CPM and that the. members of the were the charges that the Central
Articles cannot be returned
ruling alliance will realise soon enough Ministers did not wish to cooperate
by return
that administrative confUsion and with the UF Government in its deve- unless accompanied
arbitrariness will encourage the flight lopment plans and that the Centre is postage.
Business Manager
of capital and endanger the country's spoiling for a confrontation with the
Frontier
security. As a result of intense poli- UFo If this is the way things are
tical struggle in the State, administra- going to be, then it would seem that
tive efficiency and integrity may suffer one wing of the UF will be chasing
contact
gravely. But this is a risk which has a shadow all the time. Some UF For FRONTIER
to be accepted till the situation men give the impression of being in a S. P. CHATTERJEE
kind of combat readiness, well before
threatens to get out of hand.
Statesman Office
The Economic Tmes has deplored official contacts have even been
Steel Market
the tinge of bitterness and some baton- started. The danger in this highly
waving at the huge rally on the Cal- pugnacious attitude is that it may Durgapur-4
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Pakistan

which demands that political objec- ment and the otlier is the politics of
'tives must now be defi.ned first and, struggle.
then the question of a united front for
The DAC leaders were unanimous
carrying the movement still further be on one issue-to' resist any move for
taken up. Once that is done those ~ radical change in the iPresent socioBADRUDDIN UMAR
who really represent democratic forces economic order in the country. As
in this country are bound.to
come such they might again join hands to
TlIE
difference between "begging closer and work together for certain
give a last-ditch fight to the leftists.
and praying !politics" and the definite and well-de'fined political
Under these circumstances the parties
march of the people ha<; already been objectives. It need not be' unity of all
which profess a socialist outlook, an
established in the political life of our the political forces and parties. What
independent foreign policy and full
country. What the proposed Round is necessary is that the democratic
regional autonomy shoulq, unite right
Table Conference could not have forces in the country must unite.
now. At least four political parties
dreamt of achieving ha<; already been
,Another report adds: It has be- believe in such a !programme-NAP
achieved by the might of the !people. come clear now that politics in
(both groUiPs), People's Party and
Those who proposed the so-called Pakistan is taking two different
Awami League.
Round Table Conference and those shapes: Gne is/the politics of appeaseFrom Holiday, Dacca.
who stitched sherwanis for the purpose
must have also realized the difference
between the "Round Table" and the
"Street" apiproach to the political
problems confronting the people.
,
On the evening of the historic
By OUR DRAMA CRITIC
February 21, President Ayub announced virtual abdication of power. What
t
has haPIPened may look like a miracle 'ONCE
on a pleasant morning a of the shadow under which she was
but there are no miracles in the world.
bird sat chirping on a tree. A born, how he tempts her with visions
It looks like a miracle because of Muslim priest passing by remark~d to of grandeur after &.hemarries his son
certain people's lack of faith :in the his Hindu counterpart, "Is it not Haemon, and how he threatens her
masses and also because of theIr igno- wonderful what the bird is chanting, with a living death and finally pleads
rance of the character of the objective Subluln teri qudrat (Glory be to thy with her justifying his own position,
situation which obtains in our country. riature)". The other replied, "you are forms the highlight of the play. AntiIn fact, they had no idea of the extent mistaken, friend, actually that bird is gone, or course, remains steadfast to
to which the pepple, however dis- saying "Raja Ra1]1Dasrath". A young her resolve to bury Polynices branded
organ~sed, could Cqrry the movement wrestler was passing by and they ask- by Creon as a traitor. Actually Polyniforward. The demands of the people ed him to decide thd issue. He listen- ces is the excuse for het revolt against
made on the i'\.treetsfar surpassed the ed and translated. "It says Durh Mug- Creon's tyranny.
apologetid demands of the DAC and dar Kasrath ("Dips, clubs and exerAnouilh presented the argument so
that is the reason why at this stage of cise)". Not satisfied they approached well that the Nazis allowed the play to
the movement the DAC'~ ~ight-point ( the grocer nearby and asked him what run. To them Creon's case was irreprogramme stands so utterly dis- he thought. After lisfening he said, futable. And yet Antigone's defiance
credited.
"all three of you are wrong, that bird was an unmistakable exhortation to
The leadership of the DAC has also. is saying nimak, tel, adrak" (salt, oil the French Resistance to rise against
thoroughly misunderstood the reason's and ginger).
the Nazis.
why the President was obliged. to
This little anecdote has been ~ited
Saubhanik's play by Bimal Bandomake the announcem nt. Instead of to sh~w that art m.eans many things to padhyay compares most favourably
congratulating the !people, most of many people. When France was with the one mentioned before and
them have chosen to congratulate the occupied by the Nazis,,,the play Anti- although produced in slightly less vioPresident for his magnanimity and gone written by Jean Anouih, was lent times finds parallels with current
'noble' deed'
performed in Paris. Based, on ,Bopho- political trends.
The political fiasco was created b~ cles, like the one under review, the
As Antigone Mamata Chattopadhyay
the leaders of the DAC, particularly :play cerltres round Antigone, King was brilliant. I?espite' the lengthy diathose who are 'reputed to be on the Oedipus' daughter through his mother logues her speech had sufficient speed
left', because they went ahead with the Jocasta, and symbolises a person hear- and variation to compensate for the
idea of a united front without pro- ing the stigma of parental sin: on the lack of physical action. In fact she
perly de'fining objectives of sych a one hand and an undaunted opponent was able to achieve a startling degree
united front. The march of tIle peo- of tyranny on the other. How Creon of detachment so that the situations on
\pIe has now clearly created a situation tries to browbeat her by reminding her the stage became far more real than
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Although the music was well com- nally allied \parties. And all the
a myth would suggest or the presence posed.It was always too loud and stood - utcry against 'Vote' has been ironiof the chorus would allow. This iq1- out independently at times. Why the cally answered by the public with the
pression was from the second row stereophonic effect was tried one does casting of more votes. And the arguwhere all her delicate changes of ex- not know. Costumes were well design- \.ment by Jyoti Basu, now dizzy with
pression and movement came across ed, but the lighting at times was so dull success, that the Naxalbari slogan has
clearly.
that the gestures and expressions of not been able to make any dent whatClose on the interpretation of Anti- actors became _ indistinct and to soever, is on the whole convincing if
gone's role came the effective render- those in the rear of the auditorium we take it as 'final, if we fail to see
ing of Ismene by Chitra Nag. Although must have been completely lost.
beneath the apparently solid surface
the chorus introduced her as gay,
Although ii- made no particular the oceans of liquid matter only needIsmene failed to convey this aspect of difference to the play the blonde ing something to rend into fragments
her role and was not helped by the coswigs were not really necessary as the... continents of hard rock.
tumier or the make-up man either. Ins- Greeks are by and large a dark-haired
"Yes", as Lenin said, "Marx and
tead of contrasting with Antigone, Is- people. Also the last vowel 'e' in Engels erred much and often in determene helped in deepening the porten- Greek names is pronounced so that mining the proximity of 'revolutious signi'ficance of the play. Creon, as Antigone should be Antigon~.
.
tion .... But such errors-the
errors
\played by Ashok Mitra, was sornehow
Yet the-playas a whole had great of the giants of ·the revolutionary
limited by h,is fear of overdoing his
impact and left.a haunting impression thought who tried to raise and did
part. Gifted with a clear diction and
on the mind. It was well worth seeing. raise the proletariat of the whole
the ability to take his lines at very high
world above the level of petty comspeed, he sacrificed vocal movemon place and trifling tasks are a
ment for the sake of maintaining
thousand times more noble and magclarity. Perhaps i1' was this approach Letters
nificent and historically more valuable
which even prevented him from gri:p:and true than the puerile wisdom of
ping Antigone's arm with vehemence,
official liberalism." Promo de Das
thereby robbing Creon of the power
Gupta's jibe about the Naxalites as a
of calculated cruelty. To this extent
I could not help bringing to my group of Congress agents, b~wever,
the play suffered.
mind the line, Pease-pudding hot is in keeping with his infinite capacity Haemon played by Bimal Bando- Pease-pudding cold, of the nursery to reduce everything)1e touches to
padnyay made a characteristic entrance rhyme while reading your otherwise his :own Lilliputian
dimensions.
by rushing up the steps. He could remarkable editorial 'Plea For Instabi- Himself dubbed an agent of the
have played the initial part of his first lity'
(February
15), immediately Congress - Atulya-Promode entente
scene in keeping with his entranCe to after the preceding week's 'The Choice' / -during
the 1967 election - he
lend a deeQ)ertragedy to his youthful in which you asked people to vote sees nothing but agents everywhere.
self-sacrifice.
for the very same leaders who will As a political leader, he will bequeath
Of the three guards the 'first played in all probability 'play it even cooler'. to posterity not a single noteworthy
by Nemu Bhowmick had the most to (They have already begun doing so idea, not a single penetrating obsersay and do and he did it well. Particuby replacing the slogans of class vation. But he is the leader of the
larly convincing was the diction in struggle with that of Centre-State victorious party.
which he became detatched from the st'ruggle, as if the-Centre-State relation
True enough, the Naxalite activiaudience. The most discordant sound- and not class relation is the root ties on the election boycott slogan
ing person on the stage was the nurse cause of all our troubles. Thus they were to an extent enjoyed by the Conwho was unable to match the stylised flatter the national feelings and preju- gress, but so were Lenin's polemics
delivery of the others in the cast. Last dices, which is, of course !popular) . and "splitting activities" against fellow
but by no means least was the chorus Perhaps you were overwJ1elmed then social democrats by the Czarist secret
whose natural manner and easy speech by the wave, perhaps you are trying police at one time, with a bitter afterreminded one of Six Character! in
now to extricate yourself.
taste, however.
search of an Author. That the author
In any case,' the election results
The Naxalites are a handful of
takes his inspiration from Pirandello are out. The Left CPI in particular !pioneers, set to fight the establishment
is quite clear from the presentation is back with a vengeance.
West both within and without, occasionally
.made by the chorus. It might have Bengal has returned to a state of un- with nihilistic extravagance. Progress
been better, therefore, to dress the
easy Ipeace. With a vast Left CPI is usually resisted by the strong
chorus differently. In a lounge suit he
majority in the Assembly, politics have social forces always at work to protect
continued to remain real reminding
become abruptly lively again-a mat- the harmony of the status quo against
the audience of their own tangibility.
ter of detecting hairline fissures in conflict. To the taunt what else they
Perhaps the :play would have gathered
supposedly monolithic parties or pre- did except tarring the walls one could
more force if the chorus became less
dicting a potential break-up in nomi- say, tarring also is a deed? Vulgar
real than the actors of the drama.
MARCH 8, 1969
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revolutionism does not know that
talking at a particular period is also
a deed. This may appear nothing
more than !propaganda work, but in
reality it is extremely pra~tical revolutionary work.
There is no gainsaying the fact that
voting was considerable. "Ruggiero is
again and again fascinated by the
false charm of A1cine wnich he knows
to disguise an old witch-sans teeth,
sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything
and the Knight-errant cannot withstand falling in love with her anew
whom he knows to have transmuted
all her former adorers into asses add
other beasts". The lndian public is
another Ruggiero and election another
A1cine. Although pretty old and since
1952 occupying the public stage without interruption, election contrives to
remain a novelty. and evoke all the
hopes that used to centre on an untried and !promising youth. Even for
the most dedicated Bengali Leftist and
reformer the wrench from the womb
of safe tradition has been traumatic
at some stage or other and so he
flings himself at tomorrow with all
greater force in overcompensation as
a man breaking an old habit discovers
a new passion. For the large-scale
participation in voting and the 'lampost' victory for the Left CPI there
are many reasons, both positive and
negative, but the most immediate and
influencing one was the crisis, the
unprecedented slump, in the whole
industrial complex of West Bengal in
the last few months, leadwg to
closures, lockouts, retrenchment and
forced early retirement. There was the
prospect of more unemployment
through proposed automation over
and above the huge existing joblessness. There was the spectre of total
ruin-whatever
surplus one had was
gone in buying rice. All this was
haunting the Bengali. Finding no
other viable alternative-Naxalbari
rebels' being mere handfuls and without
any 'locus standi'-they
poured forth
all their frustration, helplessness, and
anger into the voting boxes-with no
job, even rice at 50 paiSe a kilo will
not do-paradoxically
enaugh, in
favour of the very same people who
are willy nilly acting as a brake in the

working class movement from within.
The !petty-bourgeois Left CPl, the
free traders and national capitalists of
the BangIa Congress, the social chauvinist Right CPI coalesced to oppose
the Tories, the Congress. It was betwee'n this coalition and the Congress
that the real electoral battle was
fought. Opposed to the Left and
.Right CPI, free traders, and the Congress and thus op~osed to entire
official West Bengal were the Naxalites. They have the courage to
sacrifice mOmentary success for more
im:rortant things. They kno~ that
defeat is 'often more honourable than
Victory. Among -the admirable qualities of the Naxalites, especially the
younger ones who fought the establishment, is the temerity with which
they burned their boats.
'
The slogan 'Down with the Vote',
is of course a correct one in the main,
the tQtal lack of response to it notwithstanding. As Lenin said in his
preface to Letters of Marx fa Kugelmann-"there
are moments in history
when the desperate- struggle of the
masses even for a hopeless cause is
essential for the further schonling of
these masses and their training for the
next struggle". It is better to remain
alone like Liebknecht-and
that
means remaining with the revolutionary proletariat-than
to entertain any
thought af uniting with people who
tolerate blocs with thoroughly unscrupulous politicians. The 'rank and file
activist in the electoral battle is sincere
not in th personal but in the class
sense. Be regarded the matter in a
simple way-'I
want revolution and
don't believe in parliamentary democracy but the Congress will win if I
don't vote, therefore I am defending
a just cause and not any kind of revisionism at all'. It must be explriined to a man like this, to thase undoubtedly honest broad strata of the
masses who voted that this is not a
question of q,ne's personal wishes but
of mass, class, and political relations
and conditions, of the insep~rable connection between parliamentary democracy and rule of capital, of the inseparabl~ connection between participation in the administration
an9
betrayal of revolution and that it is
I

im:rossiblc to end- the misery without
the forcible overthrow of the rule of
capital and that "patch up" will not
-do. The Congress is still the main
enemy but the United Front is certainly no longer its revolutionary
Opposition, it is "His Majesty's Opposition' or, should I say, Congress- '-.)
men out of office? In reality UF
leaders are both competitors and
collaborators at the same time. They
cony>ete with the Congress for the allegiance af the people offering some
concession in miserable driblets to
get into the gaddi but collaborate with
it in opposing Naxalbari a.nd revolution. To them, the socialist republtc
is an unattainable remote, the overthrow of the capitalist system is
equally so, and therefore, it has absolutely no significancf; for practical
present-day politics. Class struggle
is recognised on paper but in practice
it is hushed up, diluted, attenuated.
For canditions to mature for the
revolutionaries and the revolutionaries
for them, perhaps the intermediate
parties should come to power and
expose-.themselves. True, revolutionary struggle for power is almast
absent at the moment in India. Yet
there never was more widespread
feeling than now that the old parties
are doomed, that the old shibboleths
have become meaningless, that old
watchwor.ds are exploded, that the old
panaceas will not act any longer.
Thinking men of all classes begin to
see that a new line must be struck oilt
and this line can only be in the
direction of Naxalbari.
PROBODH CHANDRA DUTTA;

Dankuni, Hooghly

Economic

Programme

It was good of Ashok Rudra to
make a quick rejoinder (February 15)
}o the
"Economic
Programme"
(February' 8) .
While agreeing with him that "there
is nothing whatsoever that a UF
Government can do on the economic
front which can be regarded as a step
in the direction of the socialist transformation of society", I think he
should change the italics from "nothing whatsoever" to "the socialist trans-
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formation of society", beca_use it is
incorrect to give the impression that
"nouhing whatsqever" can be done on
the economic front by a UF Government. Something can be done, Inot
only for immediate marginal social
gains but also to accelerate the process of polarisation in favour of the
left forces.
The UF Government should ask a
professionally experienced tPlus committed person to lead a task force of
technical clerks (they may be called
. 'experts')
in the donkey work so
necessary to develop a well-knit economic programme for West Bengal.
Six months' solid work by such a tasK
force of, say, six (persons with ade-\
quate supporting staff can complete
the initial work.
Though internal contradictions in the
UF, with the constraints of the Centre and the adjoining States,' will not
permit even half-hearted action towards socialisation of land, it will be
worthwhile for the task force to show
in phys'ical terms wbat could be
acbieved, given the precondition of
socialisation of land; and wbat maximum sodal gains can be acbieved over
the tenure of five years without sucb
socia1isation.
Efficient management for sbort-term
social gains is likely to bring !partial
relief to the people, which will belp
retain the UF Government; and tbe
comparative projections of benefits of
planning with or witbout socialisation
of land will make tbe (people conscious of tbe limitations on tbe economic front in real physical terms. This
is likely to result in furtber polarisation in favour of tbe left forces.
I~ goes without saying that this con- ,
jecture presupposes the setting up of
active gana committees by the left
!parties.
Let no one be frustrate within tbe
conclave of his expertise. Let tbe
UF Gbvernment set the e~onomic
objectives, however wobbly, and its
left constituents muster tbe requisite
services to expose theidmplications so
as to show that there is little boney
and the bees should spread out of the
hive.
..., r" I"~
BASHUDEVMOOKHERJEE
Bombay
i8

~

Same-Feather Birds?
Mr.P. C. Sey in one of the general
elections was not returned to the
Lower House. He was tben nominated MLC to become the Food
Minister. This type of backdoor
entry into the Cabinet was severely
criticised. I used \ to think that the
communists (Right or Left) would
not discend to such tactics. But what
about Sm. Renu Chakravarty?
Was
sbe not defeated in the 1967 general
election? Why tben did the CPI
nominate ber as a member of the
Upper House in West Bengal witb the,
object of making her a Minister in the
United Front Cabinet? Was not Sm.
Ila Mitra, who has been elected by
\the peqple as an MLA, a 1l(ore correct selection?
MRITUNJOYSINHA
Calcutta

lutionary jolt and lifts itself to a
higber and rational level and system.
Mr Khan adds insult to injury wben
he asserts that tbe drama fans of
Calcutta (of all places) "have neither
time for subtleties nor appreciation
for symbolism." Had it been so,{tbe
Calcutta stage would have died long
ago. More than 150 persons enjoyed
the subtleties
and
symbolism of
Kalmaspad. It drew a bigger audience th~m most of other productions.
.Th~ reviewer's remark 'pertaining to tbe
"absurdity" "amil", "mekimil" and
"gonjamil" itself shows by negative
example that the drama succeeded in
depicting the absurdities of life today,
which was the predominant aim of
the author. That the 'Ieviewer has,
throughout the drama, felt the absurdity of it, is in itself the best compliment to Birochit.
•
A SPECTATOR
,
Calcutta
\

"Kalmaspad Natak"
The review of Kalmaspad Natak by
Z. H. Khan (February 8) being a bit
unbalanced calls for a rejoinder. It
seems he did not go to analyse the
play with a dispassionate and cren
mind. Maybe he had some preconceived notions about the Pavlov Institute's delving in the realm of dramaturgy. One feels he did not quite
succeed ,in grasping in totality the
ideas, essence and spirit of th~ production. He admits the use of "very
effective dialogue", but I cannot agree
with his conclusion that the "very
effective dialogue , lproves that man~s
basic tenets are founded on absurdities". The author has tried to depict
the absurdity that is the soci~ reality
today, and not confined to any particular man. Haw far he ha-s succeeded
is another matter. .One cannot unqualifyingly accept another remark
made by Mr Khan, that one species of
drama-writers' "belief lies in frustration." Not that there is no such species. There surely is, not only in the
field of drama, but in literature and
fine arts too. But these are symptoms
and manifestations of decadence which
are bound to corrode and erode social
values until .society unde.rgoes a revo\

.

'Prevailing Wind'
The information given in the editorial 'Prevailing Wind' J( January 18)
will shock those who cherish socialism as an alternative to the bourgeois........economic and social order. Messers.
Suslov and Brezhnev have been saying
tbat the ever growing strength of socialist economy will compete with
Western capitalists in the Third World
and will thus facilitate the non-capita-1ist path of development by helping
the national bourgeoisie and precipitate the crisis of world capitalism.
And now they ~ are inviting Western
capital to exploit the natural and
human resources of Russia I Competition indeed I How the hell do they
,e:lC,pectof us, the wretched of the
earth, to believe (I) that one day
the superiority of socialist economy
will be established through pe~ceful
competition;
(2) the bourgeoisIe of
the Third World will have to follow
'non-capitalism'
by the pressure of
circumstances; and (3) the crisis of
captalism will continue to recur
because the Russian model of sociali!\lll is competing with it ?
G. MUKHERJEE
Calcutta
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